Power Bases and Options Available with WC-19 Occupied Transit

**BASE MODELS**

- Q6 Edge® 2.0
- 4Front®
- Q6 Edge® Z
- Q6 Edge® (N/A with lift)
- Q6 Edge® HD (Synergy Seat only)
- Edge 3
- Q6 Edge® 2.0 X
- J4

**SEATING SYSTEMS**

- TRU-Balance® 3 Static*
- TRU-Balance® 3 Power Tilt*
- TRU-Balance® 3 Power Recline*
- TRU-Balance® 3 Power Tilt & Recline*
- TRU-Balance® 3 Lift/Power Tilt/Power Recline
- Captain’s Seat (Q6 Edge® 2.0, Q6 Edge® 2.0 X and Edge 3)
- Synergy® Seat
- Q4 Tilt

**SEAT SIZES**

- Overall back height: 12”-28”
- Static/tilt/recline and tilt & recline (12”-22” Wide and 12”-22” Deep)
- Lift, iLevel® (15”-20” Wide and 14”-20” Deep)
- Q6 Edge® HD (20”-24” Wide and 16”-24” Deep)

**SEAT-TO-FLOOR HEIGHTS**

- AVAILABLE ON ALL

**BACK TYPE**

- TRU-Balance® 3 back
- Back canes
- ADI Back

**ARMRESTS**

- TRU-Balance® 3 flip-back standard and tube style
- Flip-up height adj. (Captain)
- 2-post armrests
- Gel Armpads

**FOOT RIGGING**

- 70-degree swing away footrests (straight, short tapered or tapered)
- Center mount articulating foot platform - all configurations
- Adjustable center mount foot platform - all configurations
- Misc. accessories (calf pads, calf panels, heel loops, and foot boxes)

**HEADRESTS**

- Stealth® Comfort Plus Headrest with removable mounting hardware or offset headrest
- Stealth® 8”, 10” or 14” Comfort Plus Headrest Pad

**LAP BELT**

- 60” non-retractable lap belt with transit lap belt mount (mandatory)

**ACCESSORIES**

- Swing away joystick mount
- Stealth® UniLink Pelvic/Thigh Guides
- Stealth® lateral thoracic supports
- Stealth® elbow supports
- Stealth® hip/thigh guides
- USB XLR charger
- USB charger port (corded)
- Attendant control
- Fender lights
- Cup holder
- Accessory bar
- Enhanced Display
- Military Patch
- Weather Cover
- Push handles
- Egg switches
- Side mount egg switch bracket
- Glove box
- Cell phone holder
- SCIM module
- Toggle iAccess
- iAccess
- Quad push button
- Sip-n-puff modules
- ARM 250
- ARM 260
- T-slot accessory block
- TB4 electronics accessory mounting bracket
- TRU-Comfort 2, skin protection & CoolCore® positioning cushions

**NOTE:** Optimizing instructions and Occupied Transit owner's package are sent when the Occupied Transit configuration is selected.

* Available with or without iLevel®